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Ferroics break up into domain structures when cooled down through the Curie temperature $T_c$ due to minimizing the total free energy.\textsuperscript{1–4} The ferroelectric domain structures are very sensitive to the electromechanical boundary conditions due to the long-range nature of their underlying electrostatic interaction on surfaces and to the strong coupling between the polarization and the strain on interface. Recently, the domain-dependent properties of rhombohedral BiFeO$_3$ film because of its potential applications with the high ferroelectric and antiferromagnetic temperature have been attracted intensive attentions.\textsuperscript{5–10} Experimentally, three possible polarization switching mechanisms, namely, ferroelastic 71° and 109° rotations, as well as ferroelectric 180° rotation have been observed.\textsuperscript{5}

Domains of alternating polarization $\pm P$ are required for charge neutrality on the interfaces for the 180° ferroelectric domain structures.\textsuperscript{11–14} The electrostatic-dependent ferroelectric domain structures were investigated in tetragonal PbZr$_{0.52}$Ti$_{0.48}$O$_3$ thin film with or without electrodes systematically and showed that the depolarizing field does not affect the domain structure.\textsuperscript{15} On the other hand, the non-180° domains in constrained ferroelectric films are usually treated as elastic domains rather than ferroelectric ones on the assumption that the polarized charges on the surfaces can be compensated fully by the conductive oxide electrodes such as SrRuO$_3$ (SRO).\textsuperscript{16–19} The possible domain patterns may develop with either $\{100\}$ or $\{101\}$ boundaries in epitaxial rhombohedral ferroelectric films. Using the time-dependent thermodynamics such as phase field modeling in BiFeO$_3$ thin films,\textsuperscript{9} the substrate strain effects on the domain morphologies were shown that the domain structures could be controlled by choosing the proper substrate constraints. For the elastic-dependent BiFeO$_3$ thick films, the equilibrium domain width $W$ as a function of film thickness $D$ scales traditionally as $W \propto (\gamma D)^{1/2}$, which is proportional to the film thickness $D$ and the domain-wall energy $\gamma$.\textsuperscript{7,16–20} However, there are few papers in discussion the depolarizing field effect on the rhombohedral BiFeO$_3$ film domain structures. The electrostatic boundary conditions need to be checked carefully in addition to elastic considerations. In fact, our experimental results show an opposite behavior against the pure elastic-dependent domain scaling law: the (101)-type 71° domains are much wider than that of (100)-type 109° despite the larger domain-wall energy in (100) boundary, whereas the domain-wall energy of $\gamma_{(100)}$ in rhombohedral BiFeO$_3$ is three times larger than that of $\gamma_{(101)}$ (Table I),\textsuperscript{21} which seems to be in contradiction according to the scaling law $W \propto (\gamma D)^{1/2}$.

The goal of this Rapid Communication is to investigate the effect of depolarizing field in BiFeO$_3$ films and propose a possible domain scaling law mechanism for the observational anomalous domain scaling law. The rhombohedral BiFeO$_3$ films ranging from 2 to 1000 nm were grown by pulsed laser deposition at 700 °C in an oxygen partial pressure of 100 mTorr on (001) SrTiO$_3$ (STO) substrate. A conducting SRO layer was used as a bottom electrode. The geometrical domain patterns are shown in Fig. 1 with the (001) planes aligned to the substrate. The 71° and 109° elastic domain walls correspond to the (101) and (100) boundaries, respectively. Piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) has been widely used to analyze the ferroelectric polarization direction and domain structure in BFO films. The periodic ferroelectric domain was studied via PFM as shown in Fig. 2, which indicates that the size of 71° domain is larger than that of 109° domain.

The equilibrium domain structure and the relationship be-

### Table I. Parameters of multiferroic BiFeO$_3$ film (Refs. 7, 9, and 22).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P_{111}$ (C/m$^2$)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu$</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G$ (GPa)</td>
<td>69.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon_a$</td>
<td>200.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_{(101)}$ (J/m$^2$)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega$ (deg)</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
patterns can be expressed, respectively.18 The elastic energy obtained by minimizing the total energy of the ferroelectric system. The elastic energy $F_e$ for (100) and (101) domain patterns can be expressed, respectively.18

For (101) domain pattern:

$$F_e = \frac{Gw^2}{2\pi} \left[ \frac{8D}{W} \tan^{-1} \frac{W}{2D} + \frac{4D}{W} \tan^{-1} \frac{W}{D} + \ln \left( \frac{4D^2 + W^2}{D^2 + W^2} \right) \right]$$

$$+ \frac{Gw^2D^2}{\pi} \ln \left( \frac{16D^3\sqrt{D^2 + W^2}}{(4D^2 + W^2)^2} \right),$$

(1)

For (100) domain pattern:

$$F_e = \frac{Gw^2}{2\pi} \left[ \frac{8D}{W} \tan^{-1} \frac{W}{2D} + \frac{4D}{W} \tan^{-1} \frac{W}{D} + \ln \left( \frac{4D^2 + W^2}{D^2 + W^2} \right) \right]$$

$$+ \frac{Gw^2D^2}{\pi} \ln \left( \frac{16D^3\sqrt{D^2 + W^2}}{(4D^2 + W^2)^2} \right),$$

(2)

where $G$ is the shear modulus, $\omega_0$ and $\omega_d$ are the magnitude of the shear ($\omega_d=\omega_0$), and $v$ is the Poisson’s ratio.

Domains of alternating polarization $\pm P_0$ are distributed on the surfaces with the width $W_s$ and $W_c$ in ferroelectric film, respectively. Laminar domains are characterized by the asymmetric electrostatic boundary condition $A \left[ \frac{A=(W_s - W_c)}{(W_s+W_c)} \right]$ and changes from 0 to 1.0. Thus the expression of depolarizing field energy $F_d$ is given by12

$$F_d = \frac{1}{2} \frac{p_0^2D}{\varepsilon_0\varepsilon_r} \left[ A^2 + \frac{8g}{\pi} \sum_{n=1,2,\ldots}^{\infty} \frac{1}{n^2} \sin^2 \left( \frac{n\pi (A+1)}{2} \right) \right]$$

$$\times \frac{1}{1 + g \coth nR},$$

(3)

where

$$g = \sqrt{\varepsilon_r\varepsilon_0} (\varepsilon_a = \varepsilon_c), \quad R = \frac{\pi D}{2W} \sqrt{\frac{\varepsilon_a}{\varepsilon_c}}, \quad \text{and} \quad P_0 = \frac{\sqrt{3}}{3} P_{111}. $$

The domain-wall energy can be written as $F_w = \gamma D/W$. The electrostatic boundary condition $A$ can affect significantly the contribution of the electrostatic energy on the surfaces. First, for the symmetric neutral structure ($A=0$) in the BiFeO$_3$ film, the domain structure may develop with (100)-type 109° domain wall for the sake of mechanical and charge compatibility. The domain pattern is characterized by the parameters $W=W_s=W_c$. Thus Eq. (3) can be simplified as

$$F_d = \frac{1}{2} \frac{p_0^2D}{\varepsilon_0\varepsilon_r} \left[ \frac{8g}{\pi^2R} \sum_{n=1,2,\ldots}^{\infty} \frac{1}{n^2} \sin^2 \left( \frac{1}{2} \frac{n\pi}{R} \right) \frac{1}{1 + g \coth nR} \right].$$

(4)

The equilibrium value $W$ is determined by the energy minimum condition. The thickness-dependent domain widths are shown in Fig. 3, taking into account the minimizations of different combinations of energy terms, e.g., $F_e + F_w$, $F_d + F_w$, and $F_e + F_d + F_w$.

For the thick BiFeO$_3$ films, the relationships between domain width $W$ and film thickness $D$ comply with the conventional rule with an exponent 0.5. However, all above classic domain scaling laws are predicted to collapse at small thickness. For the elastic domains the critical thickness $D_{crit} = 10\gamma/Gw^2$ is about 390.0 nm.19 While for the ferroelectric domains the critical thickness $D_{crit} = 5\pi \gamma p_0 e_0 e_\perp / (\varepsilon_a / \varepsilon_c p_0)$ is about 2.5 nm,12 which is in accord with the experimental results that the ferroelectric phase is still stable for thickness down to 3 unit cell and the 180° stripe domains were ob-

FIG. 1. (Color online) The domain-wall geometries of (100) and (101) boundaries in BiFeO$_3$ film; (a) (101)-type 71° domain and (b) (100)-type 109° domain.

FIG. 2. (Color online) Large-area (5 µm × 5 µm) PFM images of (001) grown; (a) 71° and (b) 109° periodic domain structure.
served for several nanometers in PbTiO$_3$ ultrathin films.\textsuperscript{23} Meanwhile the domain width minimizing $F_d+F_W$ is much less than the one from the elastic energy considering minimizing $F_e+F_W$, whereas the inset in Fig. 3 shows that the depolarized-dependent domain width $F_d+F_W$ is slightly larger than that by minimizing $F_e+F_d+F_W$, which proves the vital role of the depolarizing energy in (100)-type BiFeO$_3$ domain patterns. The corresponding electrostatic-dependent domain scaling law is consistent with our experimental data compared with the elastic-dependent domain size, which confirms the dominating role of the depolarizing field in $\text{BiFeO}_3$ domain structure.

It was reported that the increase in miscut angle leads to the domain structures changing from multidomain (mixture of $109^\circ$ and $71^\circ$ domains) to single domain ($71^\circ$) in BiFeO$_3$ film.\textsuperscript{10} The electric boundary condition $A$ can also affect significantly the domain structures in the BiFeO$_3$ thin film. For a small $A$, the depolarized energy increases and the asymmetry of charges on the surface and consequently the width of domain increases. As $A$ increases further, the domain structures change from $109^\circ$ to $71^\circ$ ones gradually. When $A=1$, there do not exist alternating polarization domains any more which may lead to a very large depolarizing energy $F_d = \varepsilon^2 D/2E_{0}E_{c}$. The depolarizing charges on the film surfaces can be compensated completely with the existence of SRO conducting layers and result in the vanish of depolarizing energy. Thus, the theoretical thickness-dependent equilibrium domain structures are only determined by elastic energy and domain-wall energy and the domain structure may develop with (101)-type $71^\circ$ domain walls at this condition in Fig. 4. In comparison, the experimental domain width scaling law is smaller than that of theoretical one and the magnitude of domain structure is impaired gradually with the reduction in film thickness.\textsuperscript{6} Although similar results have been studied by TEM on 4° miscut SrTiO$_3$ substrates, which induces a single $71^\circ$ domain-wall structures,\textsuperscript{7} more attention should be paid to formula (1) in Ref. 7 due to the ambiguity between the shear strain $G$ and Young’s modulus $E$, which has a relevant relationship: $G = E/[2(1 + \nu)]$. Therefore, the elastic-dependent theoretical result is larger than the experimental one in (101)-type BiFeO$_3$ film and the effect of depolarizing field is important and cannot be overlooked.

From the point of view of elastic energy, the domain width is relative to the domain-wall energy.\textsuperscript{18} The critical thickness for the $71^\circ$ elastic domains is 130 nm, which is two thirds less than that of $109^\circ$ ones due to the lower energy of $71^\circ$ domain wall compared with that of $109^\circ$ one.\textsuperscript{7} However, the experimental results in Fig. 5 revealed that the domain widths in $71^\circ$ domain wall is sharply wider than that of $109^\circ$ one for the same film thickness. Meanwhile, $71^\circ$ domain walls are also observed larger compared to $109^\circ$ domain walls by TEM,\textsuperscript{24} which is qualitatively consistent with the “universal” proportionality between domain size and domain-wall thickness for all ferroics.\textsuperscript{20} For $109^\circ$ domain

![Fig. 3](image1.png)  
**FIG. 3.** (Color online) Theoretical and experimental results on the equilibrium domain width as a function of the film thickness with ($100$)-type $109^\circ$ domain walls. The domain width increase significantly with a thin SRO compared to without SRO.

![Fig. 4](image2.png)  
**FIG. 4.** (Color online) Theoretical and experimental results for the equilibrium domain width as a function of the film thickness with ($101$)-type $71^\circ$ domain walls. Dash line was taken from Ref. 7.

![Fig. 5](image3.png)  
**FIG. 5.** (Color online) Comparison of the domain scaling laws in $71^\circ$ and $109^\circ$ domain walls.
wall, the equilibrium domain width is reduced greatly due to the effect of the depolarizing energy. As \( A \) increases, the electrostatic-dependent domain structures diminish gradually and the mechanism of the dominant domain scaling law changes from depolarizing dependent to elastic dependent. That is why that the domain width of 71° walls is obvious larger than that of 109° ones. Moreover, there is a gap between the theoretical and observational results on 71° domain scaling law. In many experimental works the domain structures were found far from neutrality (0.5 < A < 1.0) while the films are short circuit that leads to the occurrence of 109° domain wall accompanying with depolarizing energy. In the present experiment, although the electrode (SRO) on the substrate neutralize mostly polarized charges on the interface between BFO/SRO, the depolarizing energy from the top surface still exist and compete against the elastic energy in the formation of equilibrium domain structures. In comparison the quantitative of the critical thickness and domain width of 71° walls is obvious larger than that of 109° walls, consistent with the proposed electrostatic-dependent theoretical results; (2) the domain structures change from (100)-type 109° domain walls to (101)-type 71° domain walls with the increase in electrostatic boundary condition \( A \) on the film surfaces; (3) the 71° and 109° domain walls coexist in thin BiFeO\(_3\) film and the popularity of 71° domain walls increase with \( A \) even on the miscut substrate. More importantly, the influences of depolarizing field on the 71° and 109° domain structures discussed here can be applied for studying other rhombohedral domain structures such as BaTiO\(_3\) and PbZr\(_{1-x}\)TiO\(_3\) (0.06 < \( x \) < 0.47).

In conclusion, we have investigated the domain structures and domain scaling law on the epitaxial BiFeO\(_3\) film and found that (1) experimentally 71° domain is much wider than 109° domain, consistent with the proposed electrostatic-dependent theoretical results; (2) the domain structures change from (100)-type 109° domain walls to (101)-type 71° domain walls with the increase in electrostatic boundary condition \( A \) on the film surfaces; (3) the 71° and 109° domain walls coexist in thin BiFeO\(_3\) film and the popularity of 71° domain walls increase with \( A \) even on the miscut substrate. More importantly, the influences of depolarizing field on the 71° and 109° domain structures discussed here can be applied for studying other rhombohedral domain structures such as BaTiO\(_3\) and PbZr\(_{1-x}\)TiO\(_3\) (0.06 < \( x \) < 0.47).
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